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Research was performed to verify previously obtained

friction coefficients for compressible, laminar and turbulent

flow in a simulated heat pipe for intermediate mass injection

and suction rates. The research was divided into two main

parts: an experimental study and a numerical study.

In the experimental study, a simulated heat pipe con-

sisting of a long porous tube with air injected into one end

to simulate the evaporator and extracted from the other end

to simulate the condenser was investigated. Axial static

pressure variations for various air supply mass flow rates

04 were measured. It was found that the friction in the pipe

decreased the amount of pressure recovery at the end of the

- pipe and that this decrease became even greater with increased

supply mass flow rate.

The pressure distributions obtained in the experimental

A. study were used as input for a numerical simulation in the

0numerical portion of this research. A steady, one-dimensional

computer code was developed to simulate the porous pipe sys-

ten used in the experimental study in order to calculate Hach

numbers, axial Reynolds numbers, and friction coefficients

along the pipe., Newton's second law, continuity, and Shapiro's

method of influence coefficients were used in the computer

simulation to calculate the flow propertie s.The results

V. viii
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obtained for the friction coeff icients in \the porous pipe

by Bowman's expressions. They did-, however, exhibitthe

general trend expected for the friction coefficient -axial

Reynolds number product with Mach number.,

9i



COMPRESSIBLE FRICTION COEFFICIENTS IN A

SIMULATED HEAT PIPE

* i.. I. Introduction

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to acquaint

the reader with the history and operation of the heat pipe

and the goals of this research. The chapter is divided into

three sections. The first section provides a brief discussion

of the development and operation of the heat pipe, while in the

second section the pertinent literature is reviewed. In the

last section, the objectives of this study are outlined.

A -

The concept of the heat pipe was first conceived by

R.S. Gaugler in 1942 (4:1). The first serious development work

took place many years later by G.M. Grover and his associates

at the Los Alamos Scientific Research Laboratory in 1964 (4:1).

Grover showed that the heat pipe Is an effective high-perform-

ance heat transmitter, developed some applications for it, and

gave It Its present name. Following Grover's work, interest

- in the heat pipe quickly grew for both terrestrial and space

0 applications, resulting in numerous papers and several books

being written on the subject. Today heat pipes have numerous

applications. Some of these applications include cooling

.- nuclear reactors, infrared sensors, laser systems, generators,

,- 1
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electronic and electrical equipment, and turbine blades. Heat

pipes have also been used for cyrogenic eye surgery, in

spacecraft for temperature control of spacesuits and vehicles,

and for heat collection from solar energy, geothermal energy,

*.. and exhaust gases.

The operation of the heat pipe is similar to that of

the thermal syphon, shown in Figure 1.1. The thermal syphon

consists of a sealed tube, from which the air has been

evacuated, with a small quantity of liquid placed inside.

When the end of the tube is heated, it causes the water to

vaporize and move to the cooler end of the tube where It

condenses on the walls. The condensate then returns to the

other end of the tube by means of gravity. The thermal syphon

V,? is limited in its orientation since the evaporator region must

be at the lowest end. The heat pipe, however, consists of a

closed tube with a porous capillary wick fixed to the inside

surface, in its conventional form (Figure 1.2). The wick

contains the liquid phase of the working fluid while the

remaining volume of the tube, known as the vapor region,

contains the vapor phase of the working fluid. When heat is

applied to evaporator end, the fluid in that section of the

pipe is vaporized. This creates a pressure difference down

the pipe and causes the vapor to flow from the evaporator end

to the condenser end where the vapor condenses and releases

its latent heat of vaporization to a heat sink. The evapora-

tion process depletes the liquid in the evaporator section

and causes the liquid-vapor interface to move into the wick

2
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vapor condenses then runs
-- down the walls to the

bottom of the tube

4 

.v a p o r r is e s

liquid working fluid

I h.at Input

Figure 1.1 Diagram of the Thermal Byphon

Containw WikUqsm Vp

No" Input Host Output

1111 1 S

*11

Evpoatr ______ Adibatic 'Cond~na
Secton Setion Swtion

Figure 1.2 Components and Operation of a Conventional
Heat Pipe (3:2)
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surface, see Figure 1.3. A capillary pressure then develops

, ~ which pumps the condensate back to the evaporator section.

The quantity of heat capable of being transported as latent

heat of vaporization is normally several orders of magnitude

greater than the quantity that can be transported as sensible

heat in a conventional convective system (3:1,2). This effi-

ciency allows the heat pipe to transport large amounts of heat

with a small size and a very small temperature difference

between the two ends.

Vapor Liquid-Vapor

Inweface

- - - Liquid 1

Figure 1.3 Development of Capillary Pressure at the
Liquid-Vapor Interface (3:2)

As was stated in the previous section, numerous papers

have been written on heat pipe theory and operation. This

study is concerned primarily with the effect of mass injection

and extraction on the friction coefficient at the tube wall.

S.,



Several articles have been written on this subject, but only

a few of these will be discussed in this section.

Kinney (5) studied the effect of wall mass transfer on

the frictional and heat transfer characteristics of fully

developed laminar flow in circular porous tubes. His results

are based on the assumptions of a constant-property fluid and

uniform wall mass transfer and are presented for radial

Reynolds numbers (Reynolds numbers based on the velocity of

the flow through the tube wall and the tube diameter) ranging

from -4.618 to 20. Using numerical solutions to the tube flow

and energy equations, he found that the friction coefficient,

f, was a function of both the radial and axial Reynolds numbers,

Rev, and Re., respectively. For large values of Re,, the values

of the product f'Re asymptotically approached the value 19.739.a.

He also found that the wall friction decreased with increased

extraction radial Reynolds number and that for a given axial

Reynolds number fluid Injection caused an Increase in the

wail friction.

Yuan and Finkelstein (11) studied the effects of uniform

wall Injection and extraction on two-dimensional laminar in-

compressible flow in a tube with porous walls. They used a

perturbation method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations in

cylindrical coordinates, and they observed that fluid injec-

tion at the wall accelerated the main stream velocity and

thus increased the velocity gradient at the wall. The wall

frictional coefficient was therefore found to increase with

injection and decrease with suction.

5
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Kinney and Sparrow (6) used an analytical model to in-

- -~ vestigate the effects of surface suction on friction, heat

transfer, and mass transfer for turbulent flow inside a tube.

They found that the shear force was greater when suction was

present than when it was absent and that high Reynolds number

flows are more sensitive to suction than low Reynolds number

flows. They also observed that in the presence of suction

the momentum change of the flow tended to Increase the pres-

sure In the flow direction, while the wall shear stress tended

to decrease the pressure.

For his doctoral dissertation at the Air Force Institute

of Technology in 1986, Bowman numerically and experimentally

investigated the effects of mass injection and extraction on

04 the wall frictional coefficients (2). Bowman developed

functional relationships for friction coefficients to be used

in one-dimensional heat pipe vapor models to design heat pipes

9-' for compressible-flow situations with large mass injection and

extraction rates. Bowman used a simulated heat pipe with air

as the working fluid and found that the friction coefficient

in general is a function of Rew, Re., Mach number and the ratio

of pipe length to diameter. For laminar flow, he found the

'relationship to be

fRe. - 16(1.2337 - 0.2337 exp(0.0363Re.))

x exp(6Ka2/5) (1.1)
"a

and for turbulent flow

.6



f - f*( 1 + 55 ReO-L(v/u)-(2L./D)O-Lexp(6Ma2 /5) (1.2)
IT u

where

f* - 0.046/Re"/* (1.3)

where v is the radial velocity, u Is the average axial veloc-

ity, D is the pipe inside diameter, and L. is the length of

the condenser.

Objecive an L Scop

The main objective of this research is to verify Bowman's

friction coefficient expressions for intermediate radial

Reynolds number compressible flow. To accomplish this, a sim-

ulated heat pipe and a numerical simulation were used. The

axial pressure variation was experimentally measured along

the simulated heat pipe. This pressure distribution was used

as input to a numerical model designed to model one-dimensional

compressible and incompressible flow in a tube with mass In-

jection and extraction. The numerical model utilized the

pressure distribution to solve for the friction coefficient

distribution along the pipe. For axial flow Mach numbers less

than 0.01, Newton's second law and incompressible flow equa-

tions were used to solve for the flow properties; while for

Hach numbers greater than 0.01, compressible flow, the con-

tinuity equation and Shapiro's method of influence coeffi-

-cients (9) were employed. The numerical results were then

compared to the values predicted by Bowman's expressions.

7



II. xperimental Model

The purpose of the experimental portion of this study

* . was to obtain data on the pressure distribution for flow

inside a simulated heat pipe at intermediate radial Reynolds

- numbers. This was accomplished by means of a simulated heat

pipe modeled after the one used by Bowman (2) In his research.

The sample pressure distributions were then used as input to

a numerical model, to be discussed In Chapter III, in order

to calculate the friction coefficient distribution. This

chapter discusses how the heat pipe vapor flow was simulated

e and the experimental configuration used to model the flow.

Heat EM sLumlatLin

A simulated heat pipe was used because of its advantages

over an actual heat pipe in experimental studies. The design

consisted of two porous pipes of equal length placed end to

end with air injected through the walls of one pipe to model

the evaporator and extracted through the walls of the other

pipe to model the condenser. Vageman and Guevara (10) and

• Quale and Levy (8) showed that this system simulates the vapor

":- dynamics in a heat pipe quite well. One advantage of the aim-

ulated heat pipe is that it is much simpler to build and test.

Heat pipes typically operate at low pressures with very small

axial pressure gradients, making it difficult to measure pres-

sures. The porous pipe system eliminates this problem since

it operates at higher pressures with larger pressure gradients,

04
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yet still accurately simulates flow In an actual heat pipe. In

- addition, this system does not require complicated heating and

cooling equipment nor does it require a liquid return mecha-

nism (similar to a wick in a heat pipe).

Zxperimental ApMzatus

As was mentioned earlier, the experimental set up used

in this investigation was modeled after that used by Bowman.

Much of the same equipment he used was used for this experi-

ment as well; for this reason, only a brief discription of

the set up will be given. The reader is referred to Bowman's

dissertation for additional details.

4 In order to obtain intermediate radial Reynolds numbers

a longer porous pipe with a smaller diameter than that used

by Bowman was required. A polyethylene porous pipe produced

by Porex Technologies with a nominal pore size of 35 microns,

a 5/8 inch inside diameter and 3/4 inch outside diameter was

the smallest diameter pipe found. Since this pipe was only

slightly smaller in diameter than Bowman's, the length of the

test section was increased to approximately seven feet. The

pipe selected was only available in four foot lengths; there-

fore, two four foot pipes were chosen. One three inch section

was cut from both ends of each pipe for calibration tests

leaving two 3-1/2 foot pipes. One pipe was used to model the

evaporator and was enclosed in a manifold designed and built

Sto supply the air for injection. The injected air was passed

through a filter Just prior to entering the test configura-

9
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tion. The other pipe, used to model the condenser, was left

open to the atmosphere. A diagram of the set up is shown in

Figure 2.1. The two pipes were placed end to end so that the

air inJected into the first porous pipe would flow into the

second pipe where it would be extracted through the walls of

the pipe into the atmosphere.

In the original test configuration, twelve pressure taps

were installed, six evenly spaced in each pipe. When pressure

measurements were made, it was found that the pressure varied

along the tube more than expected in the condenser section;

so 15 additional pressure taps were added to that section. The

final configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. Twenty-seven

pressure taps were used in the porous pipes, six in the

4" evaporator section spaced six inches apart and twenty-one in

the condenser section spaced every two inches. In addition,

five other pressure taps were used in the system. Two were

used to measure the pressure around the orifice plate, one

above the plate and one below the plate. One tap was used

to measure the pressure at the upstream end of the air supply

manifold and two taps were used to measure the pressure at

the downstream end of the manifold. Stainless steel 0.060

inch outside diameter tubes were used as pressure taps. The

tubes were inserted and cemented into 0.058 inch diameter

holes in the porous pipe to produce a tight fit. The

stainless steel tubes were installed such that their ends

were flush with the inside wall of the porous pipe.

10
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The calibration of the porous pipe was made using a

relationship developed by M. Muskat (7:66). Muskat found that

the mass flux through a porous medium Is related to the pres-

*. sure difference across the porous medium by the following

express ion:

(Ap2 ) = A(pv)2 + B(pv) (2.1)

Bach of the four porous pipe samples taken from the pipe

used in the test configuration were installed into the test

manifold designed by Bowman (Figure 2.2). For each sample,

.j &p 2 and pv were measured at various mass flow rates. The

-,, t

in In

Side View Top View

Figure 2.2 Porous Pipe Calibration Manifold
•.~. .'(Bowman2:291
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curve was expected to be very close to linear at very low

mass flow rates, with the contribution of the A(pv)2 term

being quite small compared to the B(pv) term. This linear

behavior was observed in that region, however the curve was off-

set from the origin by the amount AP 2 - 126,921.84 lbf 2 /ft 4 .

These results are shown in Figure 2.3. This offset in the

curve was probably due to the tendency of the pressure trans-

ducer in the Scanivalve to read the pressures higher than

what they actually were. The atmospheric pressure readings

made by the Scanivalve were consistently higher than those

taken from the barometer in the laboratory. To correct for

this effect, the offset value was subtracted from each AP 2

* reading. The values for the constants A and B in Equation

(2.1) were calculated using a least squares technique to curve

fit the corrected calibration data and were found to be

4.679 x 10' ft2 /sec2 and 4.2843 x 107 lbf/ft-sec, respectively.

The final calibration results are shown in Figures 2.4 and

2.5. Figure 2.5 is an enlargement of the region of the graph

in Figure 2.4 for the low mass flow rates. Equation (2.1)

was needed for the numerical model to determine the mass flux

for a given pressure differential across the pipe walls.

Da-. fturement Ajd Acq i on

A Zenith Z-100 computer was used for the data acquisition.

Pressure measurements were made using a T-type Scanivalve,

4from Scanivalve Corporation, with a model PDCR42 differential

pressure transducer having a pressure range of -100 to 100

13
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psig. A Dual Systems Control model AIM12 analog-to-digital

card in the computer was used to digitize the pressure trans-

ducer input into the computer. The offset option on the card

and amplification were set to read signals from -100 to *100

mV with a resolution of 0.048 mV. Fifty data samples were

averaged for each point to reduce noise. For mass fluxes above

0.035 lbf-sec/ft2 , a square-edged orifice plate was used to

measure the total mass flow rate entering the test configura-

tion. The pressure differential across the orifice plate was

measured using both the Scanivalve and a water manometer. The

mass flow rate was calculated using the following expression

(1):

m - 0.52502(CYd2 F.)(pz(p2. - pa) 3 '2/(1 - ) (2.2)

where

C - K/K = K( 1 -I )2 (2.3)

K - Ka( 1 + A/Re-) (2.4)

K. - Kr[ 104d/(10d 4 15A) 1 (2.5)

KL - .5993 + .007/D 4 (.364 4 .076/D '1)PM

+ .41.63 - 1/D)((.07 + .5/D) - P&]O/2

- (.009 4 .034/D)(.5 - 0.)21/a

+ (65/D3 + 3)(P. - .7) " ez (2.6)

A - d(830 - 5000P 4 900013 - 420002 4 530/DL' u ) (2.7)

Y = 1 - (.41 + .353..4 )(X/k) (2.8)

X a P/P. (2.9)

Re. - 48a/n.Jd (2.10)

17
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Very low mass flow rates, such as those measured in the cali-

bration tests, were measured using a flowmeter with a range

of 0 to 0.44 cfn. The pressure was measured at a point Just

. upstream of the flowmeter in order to calculate the density

of the air. In addition, a valve was Installed Just down-

stream of the flowmeter to vary the upstream pressure in order

to read higher mass flow rates with the meter. It was Impor-

tant to get accurate readings in the low mass flow rate region

because there were several sections of the simulated heat pipe

where the inJection/suction rates were quite small. Equation

(2.1) with the constants A and B calculated from data for

mass fluxes only above 0.04 lbf-sec/ft 3 underpredicted the

• - -..- mass fluxes at low Ap2 .

Experimental Results

The pressure variation obtained along the pipe was a

result of two effects: the friction encountered along the

pipe walls and the rate of change in momentum along the pipe.
_.1

The total effect of the friction force was manifested in the

pressure drop between the two ends, or the lack of comlete

pressure recovery. The pressure drop due to friction was

found to increase with increased mass flow rate. Figure 2.6

shows t!e pressure distribution for five different ass flow

rates. Additional data for other mass flow rates can be

found in Appendix A. As mass was added in the evaporator

region, 0 < X/L < 0.5, the fluid accelerated with Increasing

X/L with a corresponding drop in pressure. The mass removal

u~is
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Figure 2.6 Axial Pressure Distributions
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This chapter describes the numerical model used to Sim-

ulate the flow generated by the experimental model. The

governing equations used to solve for the flow properties will

be discussed first, followed by a discription of the solution

technique used. Finally, the results obtained will be pre-

sented.

All of the flowfields generated with the experimental

configuration contained sizable regions of very low Mach num-

ber (Ma < 0.1). Therefore, two models were used in the num-

erical simulation: an incompressible model for Mach numbers

less than 0.01, and a compressible model for Mach numbers

greater than 0.01. One-dimensional, steady, adiabatic flow

was assumed f or both models.

Incomressible Model. The incompressible model consisted

primarily of Newton's second law and Incompressible flow rela-

tions. To approximate the shear stress at the pipe wall,

Newton's second law was applied to an element of fluid in the

pipe (Figure 3.1).

•I I

maua. 10: I - Us
L ------------

aL Ax a',

Figure 3.1 Slement of Fluid for Squation of Notion
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Applying Newton's second law for steady flow to the fluid

*.N '." element gives

Um2U/gw - mau2/g. a (PzA. - paAa) - Tw.A (3.1)

where Am is the wall surface area for the increment Ax.

-quation (3.2) can be solved for Tw giving

Tw= ( nXux/g. - n2uZ/gm + (p. -p)Aa I/Ap (3.2)

where A. is the cross-sectional area equal to A& and Aa. The

expression for the friction coefficient is given by

f - 2 T. g./ Pu 2  (3.3)

where

u - (u2 + ua)/2 (3.4)

Substituting the expression for T% given by Equation (3.2) in

gquation (3.3) gives an expression for the friction coefficient

in term of quantities which can be calculated from the input

pressure distribution

f - 21 AM + (P& - P2)Am Ig/ p52A, (3.5)

where

Am = maux/g. - m uz/gw (3.6)

The axial velocities along the pipe were calculated from

o'a mass balance on an element of fluid in the pipe (Figure 3.2).
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- *(PV)a.Aw

Lr - -- - ,

Figure 3.2 clement of Fluid Used For mass Balance

Performing the mas balance on the fluid element in Figure 3.2

P~u2A. - pxu2aAw - (pv)miwA& (3.7)

* where (pv)a,,m Is the average mass flux through the pipe walls

over the Increment ax found by applying Iquation (2.1) at

stations 1 and 2 (shown In Figure 3.2) and taking the average

-~ of the tvo. The negative sign on the quantity (pv)ftq Is a

result of the sign convention on the maxs flux. For Injection,

(pv) is considered negative and considered positive for auction.

Equation 3.7 can be solved for u2n giving

U2 PLUL/pa - (Pv)M%.A/PAm (3.8)

The velocity ua Is taken from the previous step and Its Ini-

tial value Is zero.

The pressure at each step was found by Interpolating

from the Input pressure distribution using a second degree

Interpolation formula. Figure 3.3 Illustrates this Interpo-

lation procedure.
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P.Pa.

X&. Xz X2 X

Figure 3.3 Pressure Interpolation

Refering to Figure 3.3 for xx < x < x., p(x) is given by

p(x) o p&Kx + paKa + paKa (3.9)

vhere

K. - 1(x - X)(X - Xal)/((X& - X2)(X - x2))

Ka a I(x - xL)(x - xV)l/I(x2 - XL)(xU - x2)) (3.10)
,',

Ka - l(x - x&)(x - x,)l/((x - xa)(xa - x2)i

The temperature CT), viscosity (p), axial Reynolds num-

ber (Re.), and radial Reynolds number (Re) were calculated

from the following expressions:

- T - T./( 1 + (k - 1)Ma/2 ] (3.11)

P " 2.27K-0 (T)2"'/(T + 198.6) (3.12)

Re. a 4 mm. /(n D p g.) (3.13)

Rew o (pv).&,, D /( p q.) (3.14)

Where T in rquation (3.11) is in degrees Fahrenheit, and m.
' .. . -..
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is the average of m and m. Squations (3.5), (3.6) - (3.14),

and (2.1) thus comprise the equations for the incompressible

model.

Comoressible Model. The compressible model consisted of

Equations (3.9) - (3.14) along with the differential form of

the continuity equation and Shapiro's method of influence

coefficients for Mach number variation with friction and wall

mass transfer to solve for the velocity and friction coeffi-

cient, respectively. The differential form of the continuity

equation in terms of pressure, temperature and Mach number is

given by

dik< = do4. 4. T.(.5

k P Ma 2T

Using the equation of state for an ideal gas, p = p/RT, and

" Equation (3.11) in equation 3.15 gives the differential form of

the continuity equation in terms of pressure and Mach number.

d= R+ 2, 1 ( 1)Ma'2 ]tap2 (3.16)
" (k 1Ia2/2 Ma2

lquation (3.16) can then be integrated to solve for Haa , which

is given by the following expression

Maa2 - (-1 + 11 + 2(k - 1)CI)/(k - 1) (3.17)

where

C - Ma 2 (1 + (k - l)Ma. 2/2 3(I./m)'/(pa/pL)M (3.18)
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The equation for Mach number variation with friction

and wall mass transfer utilizing Shapiro's method of influence

coefficients is given by

d(Ma2 )/Ma2 = F,4f dx/D + F, di/m (3.19)

where Fe and F. are the influence coefficients defined by

Fe - Ma2(1 + (k - 1)Ma 2/21/(1 - Ma2) (3.20)

Fw = 2(1 + kHa2 )(1 + (k - 1)Ma2/21/(1 - Maa) (3.21)

where x is the axial coordinate. Equation (3.19) can be rear-

ranged into the following form

(1 - Ha) dNa' = itx + 2(1 +.k]af. da (3.22)
kMa'[1 + (k - 1)Ma 2 /21 D kMa"

Equation (3.22) is in a form which can be integrated to yield

an expression for the friction coefficient. After performing

-x" the integration and rearranging, the following expression

results

f = D( ln(Na. 2/Ma=2 ) - Cm ln(p2/p&))/(2Ax) (3.23)

where

Cm - (1 + kRa')/(kiia') (3.24)

Ma - (Max? + ,a.2)/2 (3.25)
.2

and where Ma.2 is found from Equation (3.17) and Max is taken

from the previous step. Squations (3.9) - (3.15), (3.17),

S.- (3.23) and (2.1) form the set of equations used in the compres-

aible model.
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solution Method

A marching technique was used to solve for flow proper-

ties along the simulated heat pipe. The pressure information

obtained from the experimental work was first read in to the

program; then the various constants for the pipe geometry and

the air properties and the variables at the upstream end of

the pipe were set. The set of equations for the incompres-

sible model were then solved to find the Mach number, axial

Reynolds number, and friction coefficient for each ax Incre-

ment along the pipe until a Mach number of 0.01 was reached.

After that, the compressible model equations were used to de-

termine the properties. Sample calculations for the first

S".iteration made by the program are given in Appendix B and a

S'"copy of the code used is included as Appendix C.

To verify the accuracy of the numerical simulation, three

checks were made in the program. The first check was a com-

parison of the mass flow rate entering the condenser with the

mass flow rate entering the air supply manifold for the evap-

orator to see if the two were equal. The second check was a

force balance over the entire pipe. When considering the pipe

as a whole, the only forces acting on the fluid are the pres-

sures at the two ends and the total wall shear force (see

Figure 3.4).
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T~ A,p - A-.-Ep. o

Figure 3.4 Force Balance on Entire Heat Pipe

A su ation of these forces gives

-F - (p. - p)A, - T, AV (3.26)

.'' -where Aw is the surface area of an increment ax of pipe.

- Ideally, this sumtion should be zero, since the drop in

pressure between the two ends of the pipe is a result of the

wall shear stress. The last check made was a mass balance over

the entire pipe to see if the total mass injected into the pipe

equaled the total mass removed from the pipe.

All of the numerical simulations made using the code in

0 Appendix C modeled the porous pipe system used in the exper-

imental study for various supply mass flow rates. The results

are plotted as the friction coefficient - axial Reynolds num-

ber product (ftRe) versus Mach number for the evaporator in

if- Figure 3.5 and for the condenser in Figure 3.6.
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This chapter discusses the results obtained in both the

experimental and numerical portions of this research. The

reader is referred to Figure 2.6 for the discussion of the

experimental results and to Figures 3.5 and 3.6 for the dis-

cussion of the numerical results.

lxperimental Results DiscissLon

An important part of the experimental study was the

calibration of the porous pipe. It was particularly impor-

tant to obtain accurate data for the very low mass flux range,

0.0 - 0.005 lbf-sec/ft2 l since the simulated heat pipe oper-

ated with several regions of very low mass flux. The four

pipe samples taken from the porous pipe used in the test con-

figuration were originally calibrated using the orifice plate-

- water manometer system (described in Chapter II) to measure

the mass flow rate entering the test sample. This system only

allowed measurements of mass flow above approximately 0.03

lbf-sec/ft2, since the ratio of the orifice plate bore to the

air supply pipe diameter was 0.327 and values of the discharge

coefficient are not available for ratios below 0.3. Curve-

fitting the data from these first calibration tests produced

values for the constants A and 3 in Rquation (2.1) which under-

predicted the mass flux for small values of Aps. Further cal-

ibration tests were then made on two of the four samples, one

sample from the pipe used in the evaporator section and one
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from the pipe used in the condenser section, using a flowmeter

:" "-with a range of 0 - 0.44 cfa. Only two of the samples were

calibrated because the other two were too dirty and clogged

from the first set of calibration tests to yield accurate re-

psults. The data obtained from the second set of calibration

tests exhibited the linear behavior expected in the low mass

flux region, but the curve showed an offset from the origin,

where it should have passed through. This offset probably

resulted from a combination of two things. One is that the

pressure transducer tended to give pressure readings that were

too high. This was observed when the transducer readings for

the atmospheric pressure were compared to the readings taken

S. from the barometer in the laboratory, which is considered the

more accurate of the two. The transducer consistently gave

higher readings than the barometer, by approximately 1%. The

other possible reason for the offset in the curve is the fact

that the atmospheric pressure used to calculate the fp' values

was taken from the barometer, not from the pressure transducer.

Therefore in each of the Ap2 term, the pressure value for

the inside of the pipe was too high and the external pressure

value was fairly accurate thus making the Ap' values higher

than they actually were. As was stated in Chapter II, the

offset was corrected for by subtracting the amount of the

0= offset from each of the fp' readings. The constants obtained

using the additional calibration data yielded values for the

constants A and B that Improved the results in the low mass

flux region. Upon examining the range of mass fluxes in the
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simulated heat pipe, it was found that most of the mass flux

values were below 0.05 lbf-sec/ft2. Another curve-fit was

then made of only the calibration data up to 0.05 lbf-sec/ft2,
"-

vhich produced values for A and B that further improved the

results in the low mass flux region. Since the walls of the

pipe used in these experiments were approximately half as

thick as those used in Bowman's experiments, the value of B

was expected to be less than the value that Bowman calculated.

As it turned out, this value was about one fourth that of

Bowman's.

The pressure distributions obtained from the tests with

the simulated heat pipe showed a fluctuation in the pressure

distribution in the condenser section rather than a smooth in-

crease of pressure from the beginning to the end of the conden-

ser. Kinney and Sparrow (6) noted that In the presence of wall

suction, the change in momentum of the flow tended to increase

the pressure in the flow direction, while the wall shear

stress tended to decrease the pressure. In the first half

of the condenser, the change in momentum was very small due

to the small amount of suction through the walls and was ap-

proximately the same order of magnitude as the wall shear

stress. Therefore the momentum change was not the dominant

effect in this region and consequently the pressure did not

exhibit a smooth increase.

Due to the compressible nature of the flow and the low

design pressure drop across the pipe walls, the mess Injec-

tion and removal along the pipe studied was non-uniform. As
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was discussed previously, the mass flux through the pipe wall

P is dependent on the pressure difference across the pipe wall.

Since the external pressure was relatively constant and the

internal pressure varied axially along the pipe, the mass

injection and removal also varied. The thinness of the pipe

walls made the pressure drop across the pipe low, thus pre-

senting less resistance to the mass flux. The pipe's inter-

nal pressure consequently remained quite close to the external

pressure for a large portion of both the condenser and the

evaporator sections. The pressure dropped off sharply in the

last six inches of the evaporator, where most of the mass ad-

* dition occurred, and rose sharply in the last half of the con-

denser, where most of the mass was removed. This suggests

that there may be an optimum length or L/D for the pipe.

Nmic~~ial Re~sults issitgaln

In all of the numerical simulations, the flow in the

evaporator section was assumed to be laminar throughout. This

was a reasonable assumption since Bowman showed that the flow

remains laminar, when Injection is present, up to very large

axial Reynolds numbers (on the order of 10). The values of

the friction coefficients obtained from the numerical simula-

tions were somewhat higher than the values predicted by

Bowman's expression. In the evaporator section, where mass

injection was present, Kinney's (5) results indicate that for

laminar, incompressible flow with large injection wall Reynolds

numbers, the product f'Re. should approach approximately 20.
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For the incompressible region of the evaporator used in this

study, the calculated friction coefficients are approximately

one order of magnitude greater than Kinney's results. Bowman's

laminar-flow friction coefficient expression included the ef-

fect of the compressibility of the flow and thus extended

Kinney's results for higher Mach numbers. Again the calculated

friction coefficients are approximately one order of magnitude

greater than the values predicted by Bowman's expression.

Kinney's and Bowman's results indicate that the product f'Re

remains essentially constant (approximately 20) for low Mach

numbers and Bowman's expressions predict an increase as the

Mach number increases toward 1 and greater. The results from

this research were found to exhibit this trend for the f*Re.

%, product versus Mach number, which can be seen in Figure 3.5,

only the increase with Mach number begins at lower Mach num-

bers than Bowman's results.

The flow in the condenser section was assumed to be tur-

bulent throughout in all of the numerical simulations. Bowman

showed that once the flow entered the condenser, where an ad-

verse pressure gradient was present, it transitioned to tur-

0 bulent. He also found that the transition always started at

the beginning of the condenser near the pipe wall, when the

flow was subsonic, and then spread toward the center of the

pipe as the flow progressed through the condenser. The loca-

tion in the condenser where the turbulence reached the pipe

center moved downstream as the axial velocity increased.

Since the transition regions for the axial velocities attained
P...
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at the entrance to the condenser in this research were quite

S .small relative to the overall condenser length, neglecting

the transition region and assuming turbulent flow throughout

was a reasonable assumption. The values computed for the

-friction coefficients in the condenser section were lower, by

approximately one order of magnitude, than the values predict-

ed by Bowman's turbulent flow friction coefficient expression.

Bowman's expression indicated an increase in the feRe. product

with increased Mach number. When the results from the numer-

ical simulation of the condenser were plotted as fRe. versus

Ma, the trend predicted by Bowman's expression was not seen

as prominently as the trend shown in the evaporator, but it

was present (see Figure 3.6 ).

There were several sources of error in the experimental

study which could account for the difference between the

calculated and expected results. As was mentioned earlier,

there was a problem with the pressure transducer in the

Scanivalve tending to read the pressures higher than what

they actually were. This problem primarily affected the cal-

ibration results by giving a higher pressure differential for

a given mass flux, which thus introduced error into the com-

puted values of the constants A and B in equation (2.1). Also

there were no pressure taps in the last six inches of the

0* evaporator section, preceding the condenser, where the pressure

%.- showed a sharper drop. Therefore, the accuracy of the inter-

polated pressures in that region Is questionable. In all the

numerical simulations, the friction coefficients near the end
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of the evaporator were negative indicating that the change in

. -momentum across the increment was greater than the change in

pressure. This meant that the calibration equation (Equation

(2.1)) Vas giving mass flux values that were too high for the

given pressure difference, thus indicating that the calibra-

tion constants, A and B, were inaccurate.

The checks made in the numerical simulation code to ver-

ify the accuracy of the calculations all indicated that the

simulations were giving accurate results. The force balance

4 check yielded quite small positive values in all of the simu-

lations and the mass balance check yielded small negative

4 values for the low supply mass flow rates and small positive

values for the higher supply mass flow rates. In all of the

simulations, the mass flow rate entering the condenser was

'found to be too high. To correct this, the equation used to

calculate the mass flux through the wall (Rquation (2.1)) was

multiplied by a correction factor. This correction factor

increased with higher supply mass flow rates and ranged from

approximately 0.70 to 0.85. The addition of the correction

factor also improved the force and mass balances.
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Y Co. cJluIonL anL Recommendations

This chapter discusses the conclusions made from the

findings of this research. In addition, a brief list of rec-

- ommendations for further research is presented.

The data obtained from this research exhibited the same

basic trends predicted by previous research, however differing

by approximately one order of magnitude. The change in woman-

turn of the flow has much more influence on the pressure change

along the pipe than the friction force. Therefore, even

though the values of the friction coefficients calculated in

this work were much greater than those predicted by Bowman's

expressions, the actual difference in the pressure distribu-

tions resulting from Bowman's friction values and those seas-

ured in the experimental portion of this research may not be

as significant. Another numerical simulation utilizing

Bowmn's friction coefficient expressions to solve for the

axial pressure distribution would be needed in order to make
the comparison. The friction coefficient calculations were

also found to be quite sensitive to the values computed for

the calibration constants, A and B. The difference In the

friction coefficients calculated from this research and that

of Bowman's dropped from two orders of magnitude to one order

of magnitude between the second and final curve-fits of the

calibration data. The analysis of the results from the nu-
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merical simulations seems to indicate that the either the data

obtained in the calibration tests is inaccurate or the equa-

tion used to curve-fit the data (Equation (2.1)) does not give

an accurate enough representation of the calibration results.

Vhichever is the case, the inaccuracy of the calibration equa-

tion seems to be the primary source of the discrepency with

the results from previous research.

Recommendations

Upon examining the procedures used in this study, several

recommendations can be made for improvements to this experi-

ment and possibilities for future research. One recommenda-

tion which would improve the readings obtained from the pres-

sure transducer is to subtract the transducer's atmospheric

pressure reading from each reading made by the transducer to

get a gauge pressure. The atmospheric pressure taken from a

"barometer can then be added to these gauge pressures to get

the absolute pressure. This would help eliminate the offset

in the calibration curve, which was observed in this study.

Some of the recommendations for future research include:

1) Perform experiments to measure the velocity gradi-

ents along the wall as well as the pressure distribution along

the pipe. This would provide more accurate information for

computing the shear stress at the wall and should give more

accurate results for the friction coefficients.

2) Perform a one-dimensional numerical simulation which

utilizes Bowman's friction coefficient expressions to solve
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for the pressure distribution along a heat pipe. Then perform

experiments to measure the pressure distribution in a simu-

lated heat pipe operating under the same conditions to check

the computed results.
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This appendix contains the raw data obtained in the

experimental portion If this research. Bach file gives the

mass flow rate entering the test section and 34 pressure

measurements. Figure 2.1 shows the location of the pressure

taps in the test section. In general, pressure measurements

1 and 2 were for the pressure above and below the orifice

plate respectively, 3 for the pressure at the upstream end of

the evaporator manifold, 4 and 5 for the downstream end of the

evaporator manifold, 6 and 7 for the atmospheric pressure,

*8 - 13 for inside the evaporator section of the porous pipe,

and 14 - 34 for inside the condenser end of the porous pipe.

-_ Pressure taps 8 - 13 were approximately six inches apart, 13

and 14 eight inches apart, 14 - 34 two inches apart. Pressure

tap 34 was located at the end of the condenser section of the

.9. porous pipe. The total length of the test section was 6.976

feet. The air supply temperature for all runs was 72 OF +

5 OF.
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Data File: D2209B

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbm/sec) - 0.043651

PORT PRESSURE(psia) PORT PRESSURZ(psia)

1 114.4222 18 14.4009
2 114.3897 19 14.4229

15.9113 20 14.4306
4 15.8919 21 14.5212
5 15.8867 22 14.5186
6 14.2250 23 14.5302
7 14.2186 24 14.5341
8 15.7949 25 14.2302
9 15.7664 26 14.7397
10 15.7238 27 14.7526
11 15.6423 28 14.8147
12 15.4638 29 14.8406
13 15.1871 30 14.8949
14 14.4009 31 14.9220
15 14.3091 32 14.9388
16 14.3298 33 14.9647
17 14.3337 34 14.9634

Data File: D2209C

Supply Mass Flow Rate (Ibm/sec) = 0.058069

PORT PRESSURE(psia) PORT PRIBSURN(psia)

1 114.3252 18 14.3970
2 114.2675 19 14.4229
3 16.9626 20 14.4113
4 16.9264 21 14.5431
5 16.9173 22 14.5108
6 14.2121 23 14.5509
7 14.2250 24 14.5121
8 16.8527 25 14.2289
9 16.8152 26 14.9117

.4 10 16.7583 27 14.9634
11 16.6535 28 15.0824
12 16.4195 29 15.1302
13 15.9669 30 15.2492
14 14.4203 31 15.3048
15 14.3052 32 15.3643
16 14.2929 33 15.3733
17 14.2949 34 15.3772
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Data File: D2209D

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbs/sec) 0.070994

PORT PRESSURE(psla) PORT PRESSURE(psla)

1 114.1545 18 14.3983
2 114.0680 19 14.4113
3 18.1315 20 14.3673
4 18.0876 21 14.5522
5 18.0501 22 14.4746
6 14.2186 23 14.5108
7 14.2069 24 14.4164
8 18.0229 25 14.2250
9 17.9699 26 15.0203

10 17.9065 27 15.1082
11 17.7876 28 15.3061
12 17.5018 29 15.3798
13 16.8785 30 15.5854
14 14.4526 31 15.6785
15 14.2845 32 15.7742
16 14.2470 33 15.8130
17 14.2716 34 15.8130

Data File: D22093

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lba/sec) = 0.083142

PORT PRESSURE(psia) PORT PRESSURE(psla)

1 114.0550 18 14.4190
2 114.9359 19 14.4074
3 19.3833 20 14.3492
4 19.3096 21 14.5936
5 19.2721 22 14.4345' 6 14.2186 23 14.4669

7 14.2147 24 14.2949
8 8 19.2773 25 14.2263
9 19.2216 26 15.0707

10 19.1466 27 15.2182
11 19.0186 28 15.4910
12 18.6915 29 15.6164
13 17.9324 30 15.8906
14 14.4875 31 16.0302
15 14.2936 32 16.1970
16 14.2225 33 16.2436
17 14.2612 34 16.2578
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-* . * Data File: D2209C

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbm/sec) - 0.108925

PORT PR3SSURi(psia) PORT PRBSSURB(poia)

1 113.5972 18 14.4656
2 113.3916 19 14.4436

3 22.6264 20 14.3156
4 22.5579 21 14.6789
5 22.5605 22 14.3854
6 14.2225 23 14.3789
7 14.2108 24 13.9716
8 22.5346 25 14.2186
9 22.4777 26 15.1044

10 22.3950 27 15.3358
11 22.2462 28 15.8001
12 21.8583 29 16.1091
13 20.8510 30 16.6121
14 14.6169 31 16.9509
15 14.2897 32 17.3117
16 14.1487 33 17.4643
17 14.2095 34 17.5160

Data File: D2209H

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbm/sec) - 0.12559

PORT PRBSSURN(psia) PORT PRCSSURB(psLa)

1 113.4084 18 14.4979
2 113.1343 19 14.4591
3 24.8079 20 14.3039
4 24.8661 21 14.7591
5 24.8726 22 14.3725
6 14.2056 23 L4.3363

*7 14.1992 24 13.8009
8 24.7187 25 14.2212
9 24.6424 26 15.0578

10 24.5558 27 15.3229
11 24.4161 28 15.9268
12 24.0359 29 16.4001
13 22.9484 30 17.0932
14 14.7268 31 17.5677
15 14.2781 32 18.0604
16 14.0893 33 18.2543
17 14.1888 34 18.2751
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Data File: D22091

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbo/sec) - 0.13969

PORT PRSSUR(psia) PORT PRUSSURN(psia)

1 113.5312 18 14.5431
2 113.1923 19 14.4707
3 27.2235 20 14.2987
4 27.2597 21 14.8638
5 27.2700 22 14.3556
6 14.2082 23 14.3143
7 14.1992 24 13.6199
8 27.1446 25 14.2045
9 27.0683 26 14.9944
10 26.9726 27 15.2582
11 26.8135 28 15.9863
12 26.4256 29 16.5953
13 25.2256 30 17.5199
14 14.8716 31 18.1574
15 14.2677 32 18.8027
16 14.0169 33 19.0613
17 14.1733 34 19.1001

Data File: D2209J

Supply Mass Plow Rate (lba/sec) - 0.15997

PORT PRRSSURB(psia) PORT PRBSSURE(peLa)

1 113.9075 18 14.5962
2 113.4640 19 14.4966
3 30.5765 20 14.2587
4 30.4433 21 14.9893
5 30.4562 22 14.3738
6 14.2056 23 14.2923
7 14.1953 24 13.4156
6 30.5274 25 14.2108
9 30.4343 26 14.9104

10 30.3140 27 15.0927
11 30.1343 28 15.9410
12 29.6776 29 16.7725
13 28.3161 30 18.0514

6 14 15.1613 31 16.9436
15 14.2755 32 19.6462
16 13.9315 33 20.1967

P. 17 14.1552 34 20.2561
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i. > " Data Pile: D0810A

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbm/sec) - 0.19033

PORT PEKBSURS(psla) PORT PRXSBURE(psia)

1 114.8473 18 14.9023
2 114.2306 19 14.7652
3 35.9310 20 14.4859
4 35.5198 21 15.4467
5 35.5172 22 14.5002
6 14.4174 23 14.4717
7 14.4161 24 13.3545
8 35.8961 25 14.4161
9 35.7939 26 15.0717
10 35.6491 27 14.9838
11 35.4564 28 15.8605
12 34.9469 29 17.0062
13 33.3719 30 18.8877
14 15.9291 31 20.2571
15 14.5118 32 21.6433
16 13.9752 33 22.2304
17 14.3527 34 22.4102

Data File: 908109

Supply Mass Flow Rate (lbm/sec) - 0.238907

PORT PRESSU4R(psia) PORT PRBSSURE (psia)

1 114.4594 18 15.3601

2 113.4785 19 15.0859
3 45.1444 20 14.9398•!4 44.6841 21 15.9252

5 44.7410 22 14.7226
6 14.4122 23 14.5726
7 14.4135 24 13.0014
8 45.1302 25 14.3941
9 45.0035 26 15.2269

10 44.8289 27 14.7368
11 44.6026 28 14.9489
12 44.0492 29 16.3299
13 42.2272 30 19.9067
14 17.4950 31 22.4270
15 14.7769 32 24.8878
16 13.8859 33 25.0866
17 14.6902 34 26.1330
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~.. WadUix.L: gAoJma& Calculations

This appendix includes samples calculations for the pipe

• -calibzation and for the first step of the numerical simula-
U',

tion code.

RPe. c ajJ oln Calculations

pressure
tap 3

-tap 4

L

Figure B.1 Calibration Manifold

Pressure Tap 1 - Pressure upstream of the orifice plate, or

pressure upstream of flowueter, pa

Pressure Tap 2 - Pressure downstream of orifice plate, pu

0 - Mass flow rate

q a Flovmeter mass flow rate reading

A - surface area of the porous pipe

D a porous pipe diameter - 0.625 inches

Dx - Air Supply Pipe Diameter - 3.062 inches

.On - orifice plate bore - 1.0 inch
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L . length of porous pipe sample

k 1.4

C m discharge coefficient = 0.61

-3 = DuIDL a 0.326584

R = ideal gas constant for air = 53.26 lbf-ft/lbm-°R

X = (pL - pa)/PL

Y 1 - (0.41 + 0.35 X4)X/k

Sample Readings from Orifice Plate Measurement of Mass Flow

Rate:

,-. pa - 114.7224 psia

pa - 114.7007 psia

pa - 25.19472 psia

p - 25.16627 psia
4+.

pmftm - 14.3558 psi.

S.- 538 OR

L = 1.953 inches

X - 0.000189

,. Y = 0.99994

I p - p&/(R?) - 0.5765 lbm/ftx

Q- Do C Y 1 2 (pa - pt)/((l -4)&/*/4

a = 0.03604 lbn/sec

A - nD L a 0.02663 ft"

pv a Q/(Aq.) - 0.04206 lbf-sec/ft2

p2 Ap- (pa + p)/21 -

&pu w 8,674,344.45 lbfu/ft4

,.
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Sample Readings from Flowmeter Mass Flow Rate Measurement:

p, - 15.00665 psia

ps - 14.68725 psia

p4 - 14.68466 psia

pm. a 14.37227 psia

q - 0.3975 cfa

T " 534 OR

L a 1.875 inches

p - px/(R) - 0.07598 lbm/ft 2

.V - qp - 0.0005034 ibm/sec

4 A - nD L - 0.025566 fta

p v - */( -) a 0.000612 lbf-sec/ft2

Sample Calculations for First Increment of Numerical

Simulation Code (x - 0.0 to x - 0.005 ft):

(The data for these sample calculations is taken from the

raw pressure data file D22092)

p. - pressure at the upstream end of the evaporator air

supply inifold

P. - 2791.20 lbf/fts

pa - pressure at the downstream end of the evaporator air

I, supply manifold

p a 2777.68 lbf/fts

pa - internal pressure at the upstream end of the evaporator

p " 2781.648 lbf/ft2
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---- ----- r --------- -------- . . . . -.r

.4

-- ps pressure at the first pressure tap location in the

J " . evaporator

Ps a 2775.931 lbf/ft*

pm - pressure at the second pressure tap location in the

evaporator

ps a 2767.910 lbf/ft2

k a 1.4

D - 0.625 in - 0.0521 ft

PL - total pipe length - 6.976 ft

A = constant from equation 2.1 - 4.679 x 10' ft2/sec*

B - constant from equation 2.1 - 4.2843 x 10' lbf/ft-sec

T - 533.1 OR

x = 0.005 ft

x. - 0.00 ft

.- - axial location of first pressure tap in the evaporator

*. a 0.50 ft

xa - axial location of second pressure tap in the evaporator

x2 = 0.99 ft

Assuming the pressure in the evaporator changes linearly from

* upstream value to its downstream value, calculate the slope

of the line.

8 - (pa - pw)/(PL/2) - -3.8168 lbf/ft2

P& a p&/(RY) a 0.0978 lbe/fts

a n nD2/4 - 0.002132 fts

A6 - nox a 0.0008184 fts

(Ap)a a pat - p., - -53,251.844 lbf2/ft4 (negative sign

so



Indicates mass flow Into pipe)

*\ .;...K3 - ((x - xr)(x - xa))/I(xx - xrn)(x2. - xz)i - 0.985

Ka - ((x - X&a(x - Xa)1/((xn - x&)(xrn - xg)I - 0.0201

Ka ((x - xx)(x - xa))/((xa - x&)(xs - xa)) - -0.0051

p(X- 0.005) - Ka~p& 4 Kaps + Kapa - 2781.6048 lbf/ft2

pW - P(x - 0.005)

pa. - p. + Bx - 2791.16 lbf/ft2

(Ap2)z - - - PRO& *530365.587 lbf*/ft4

(pv) = -9.(-B + (52 + 4 A I(&p2)I)L.-2I/(2 A) (from *qn 2.1)
(v&- -0.035672 lbu/fta-sec

*p~ -0.035740 lba/ft2-sec

Na2. - 0.0

u - axial velocity

U& - 0.0

as - 9mkpx/ pa a 1,281,139.47 ft2/sec2

a - 1,131.87 ft/sec

s- 0.0 ibm/sec

(PV). * ((pv)a. + (pv)*I/2 a -0.035706 lba/ft2-sec

P- P2/(RT) - 0.0978 ibm/ft2

pa,mv - (P&. + Ps)/2 - 0.0976 lbm/fts

usn - -(Pv).,, Aw./(P.,r A.) - 0.14015 ft/sec

Has - uz/a - 0.0001238

um.w- (ax + uim)/2 - 0.07008 ft/sec

Na.,, - (Kaa. + Ka-0/2 - 0.0000619

a- -(pv)m., Aw - 0.0000292 lbm/sec

U- ;tL + AU*0.0000292 ibm/sec

am (mN. + ;a)/2 - 0.0000146 ibm/sec



p " 2.27(180) T"' 2/(T + 198.6) - 3.62(10-'1) lbf-sec/ft

N - momenum m u

AM - nauz/g - maux/g. - 1.2720 x 10- v lbf

T w i ((pL - p.lA. -AN I/A. = 0.11236 lbf/ft2

f w 2 Tw gm/(pm..Ua,.ww" ) - 15,056.123

Re. - 4 m.,/( n D pg.) - 29.031

Re ( v)-.,, D /(pg..) a -151.360

5%5/ ,.. p

52
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SIMlfto Cka Aa

"T following pages are a listing of the computer code

used for the numerical simulations. The code is written in

FORTRAN 77 and some sample results are also included follow-

Ing the program listing.
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- - , WT ,. W ? W w~r - K7'T WT ,7-%- rT W-, - d X - . -

N.

.". OME-DIMNSIONAL HEAT PIPE SIMULATION PROGRAM *

This program uses one-dimensional incompressible and compres-
sible flow models to solve for the flow properties and fric-
tion coefficients in a closed porous pipe with blowing and
suction. An incompressible model consisting of Newton's sec-
ond law and incompressible flow equations is used to calculate
flow properties until the Mach number reaches 0.01. After that,
the compressible model, consisting of the continuity equation
and Shapiro's method of influence coefficients, is used to
solve for the properties.

.J. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES:

A Constant used in wall boundary condition (ft2 /sec2 )
AC Cross-sectional area of the pipe (t 3 )
AP Surface area of DX increment (f)
B Constant used in wall boundary condition (lbf/ft/sec)
C2 Speed of sound squared (ft2/sec2)
D Pipe inside diameter (ft)
DMON Change in momentum across DX increment (lbf)
DX Spacial step size (ft)
DW Change in mass flow rate due to mass transfer at the

wall (lbm/sec)
F Friction factor
VS Shear force over the increment DX (ibf)
FSBUM Summation of all the incremental shear force values

p,. over the entire pipe (lbf)

FUD Constant to account for the statistical variation of
the porous pipe properties

GAN Ratio of specific heats
. OC Constant in Newton's second law (lbm-ft/lbf/sec2)

Mi Mach number at upstream end of DX increment
K2 Mach number at downstream end of DX increment
M12 M1 squared
M22 M2 squared
MSBAR Average of M12 and M22
PATH Atmospheric pressure (entered in psia then converted

lbf/ft2)
PCOND Condenser environment pressure (lbf/ft2)
PEVAPD Downstream evaporator environment pressure (entered in

-: psia then converted to lbf/fts)
PSVAPU Upstream evaporator environment pressure (entered in

psia then converted to lbf/ft*)
PaX Environment pressure (lbf/ft')
PL Pipe length (ft)
PO Upstream end of porous pipe pressure (lbf/ft2)
P1 Static pressure at upstream end of DX increment (lbf/ft*)
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P2 Static pressure at downstream end of DX increment
' .. ( bf/fta )

R Ideal gas constant for air (Ibf-ft/lbf/=R)
RBV Radial Reynolds number
REX Axial Reynolds number
RHO Density (lbm/ft 3 )
RHOVi Mass flux through the wall at the upstream end of the
RO2DX increment (lbm/ft 2 /sec)
RHOV2 Mass flux through the wall at the downstream end of the

DX increment (lbm/ft 2 /sec)
RMU Viscosity (lbf-sec/ft2 )
, Slope of the evaporator environment pressure line

(lbf/fta/ft)
TV wall shear stress (lbf/ft 2 )
TO Total air temperature (-R)
VW1 Mass flow rate at the upstream end of the DX increment

(lbm/sec)
W2 Mass flow rate at the downstream end of the DX Incre-

ment (lbm/sec)
XL Local axial position (ft)
XND Nondimensional axial location (XL/PL)
X(l)-X(30) Axial location of pressure measurements (ft)

DIMENSION X(30),P(30)
REAL K1,K2,K3,M1,M2,M12,M22,HSBAR
1(1) - 0.00
X(2) - 6.0/12.
X(3) - 11.9/12.
X(4) - 18./12.
X(5) - 23.9/12.
X(6) - 30./12.
X(7) - 35.9/12.
X(8) - 3.44633
X(9) - 3.52967
X(10) - 43.84/12.
X(11) a 45.78/12.
X(12) - 47.72/12.
X(13) - 49.72/12.

S X(14) = 51.72/12.
X(15) - 53.66/12.
X(16) - 55.66/12.
X(17) - 57.72/12.
X(18) = 59.72/12.
X(19) - 61.69/12.
X 1(20) - 63.72/12.
X(21) - 65.69/12.
X(22) - 67.66/12.
X(23) - 69.66/12.
X(24) - 71.66/12.
X X(25) - 73.66/12.
X(26) - 75.63/12.
X(27) a 77.66/12.
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X(28) - 79.72/12.
~.- ~.-.X(29) a 61.72/12.
~' .~jX(30) - 6.976

OPEN(9,FILE-Iresultal)
OPEN(l0,FILE-'data')
OPBII(12,FILE-'fdat')

2RBAD(1O,20) PATH
20 FORMAT(F7.4

WRITE(9,30) PATH
30 FORHAT(3X,'PATH - ,F7.4f1x,'psla')

REfAD(1O,40) TO
40 FORMAT(F6.2)

WRITR(9050) TO
50 FORI4AT(3X,'TO - ',F6.2,'-R')

READ(10,60) PEVAPU
60 F0RHAT(F7.4)

WRI '3(9,70) PEVAPU
70 FORMAT(3X,'PBvAPU = ,F7 .4,lx,'psia')

RBAD(1O,SO) PEVAPD
60 FORMAT(F7.4)

WRITB(9,90) PEVAPD
90 FORKAT(3X,'PEVAPD -',F7.4,lx,lpsia,/)

DO 110 1 - 2,7
READ(1O,100) P(I)

100 FORMAT(F7.4)

10P(I) - PI 144.

DO 115 1 - 10,30
R.3AD(10,112) P(I)

112 FORHAT(F7.4)
P(I) - P(I)144

115 CONTINUE
WRITB(6,120)

120 FORMAT (3X, 'ENTER THE FUDGE FACTOR')
* REA(50130) DUD

130 FORMAT(F5.3)
WRITB(9,140) DUD

140 FORKAT(3X,'FUD - ',F5.3p/)
PATH - PATM'144.
PEVAPU - P3VAPU*144.
PEVAPD - PBVAPD'144.
PCOUD - PATH

'%*4R a 53.335
GAN - 1.4
GANI a (GAM 1)/2
D -0.625/12
PL -6.976
PLH PL/2
DX -0.005
GC -32.174
P1 -3.1415927
A - 4679000000.0

* ~ ~ a 42643100.0
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FK-i - 0. 0
DYSUN = 0. 0

ASSUMING THE EVAPORATOR ENVIRONMENT PRESSURE CHANCES LINEARLY
FROM ITS UPSTREAM VALUE TO ITS DOWNSTREAM VALUE, CALCULATE THlE
SLOPE OF THE LINB.

S - APEVAPD - PEVAPU)/PLH

CALCULATE THE PRESSURE IN THE PIPE AT THE UPSTREAM END USING
THE FIRST THREE MEASURED PRESSURE VALUES.

Xl - X(2)
X2 - X(3)
X3 - X(4)
XCI - X2*X3/((Xl - X2)'(Xl - X3))
XC2 - X1'X3/((X2 - Xl)*(X2 - X3))
XC3 - Xl'X2/( (X3 - Xl)*(X3 - X2))
P~l) - P(2)*XCl + P(3)'1C2 + P(4)*XC3
PO = F'(1)/144

CALCULATE THE PRESSURE AROUND THE CONDENSER ENITRANCE.
P(G) - P(X-(PLH-0.5/12)); P(9) *P(X-(PLH40.5/12))

10 - X(9)
Xi - X(10)
X2 - X(11)
X3 - X(12)
XCi - ((10 - X2)*(XO - X3))/((XI - X2)*(Xl - 13))
XC2 - ((XO - Xl)'(X0 - X3))/((X2 - X1)*(X2 - X3))
XC3 - ((X0 - X1)*(XO - X2))/((X3 - Xl)'(X3 - X2))
P(9) - P(10)*XCX + P(11)'1C2 + P(12)*XC3
P(8) - P(9)
00 160 J - 1,30
PT - P(J/144
WRITE(9,150) JPT

150 FORNAT(3Xf'P(',12,') - ',F7.4,lX,'psia')
160 CONTINUE

WRITE (9,170)
170 FORMAT(//,45X,IRADIAL',9X,'AXIAL',/,4X,'X/L',7X,'FRICTION',10X

&'MACH',eX,#RYNOLDSF6X,@RBYNOLDSIP/,15X,#FACYOR,10OXNUEER',
&OX, 'NUNBR'SX, 'NUMSR7X, 'B3TA',/)
WRITE(1211SO)

180 FORMAT(121,'CALCULATUD',9XDBOWKNS',/,4X,'X/L,87X,'FRlCTION',
* &eX,'FRICTlONl/15X,'FACTORIOX"FACTOR')

INITIALIZE VARIABLES AT THE UPSTREAM PIPE END

XL-O0.0
'I.V2- 0.0

M22 a0.0

P2 - P(l)
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F 4,

T aTO
-~ PBX =PZVAPU

RH102 - P(1)/(R*TO)
AC a PI*D**2/4.
AP a PI'D*DX
I-

S N-
C -ABB(P2**2 - PKX*2)
RHOV2 - -FUD'OC*(-B + SQRT(B*'2 + 4.*A*C))/(2.*A)
C2 - GC'GAM'P2/RHO2
XL - XL + DX

DEGIN MARCHING DOWN PIPE

INCOMPRBSBIBLZ NODZL (M < 0.01) CALCULATIONS

200 N -N+ 1
IF(XL.LE.X(3)) I 1
IF(XL.GT.X(3).A2ID.XL.LE.X(4)) I - 2
IF(XL.OT.X(1+2)) I a I + 1
IF(XL.G3.X(9).AND.XL.LE.X(I1)) I w 9
IF(XL.LT.X(S)) PEX a S*XL + PEVAPU
IP(XL.G.X(9)) PBX a PCOND

-F..M12 a 22
Ni - SORT(Ml2)
Ul - N1'SQRT(C2)

$.P P- P2
RHO VI RHOV2
11401 RH1102
IF(XL.GT.X($).AND.XL.LT.X(9)) GO TO 210

C INTERPOLATE TO FIND THS PRE8SURB AT STATION 2

X1 - X(I)
X2 - X(I+1)

* X3 - X(1+2)
/ CCI n P(I)/((X1 - X2)*(X1 - X3))

CC2 - P(I+1)/((X2 - X1)'(X2 - X3))
* CC3 a P(I+2)/((X3 - X1)'(X3 - X2))

P2 - CC1'(XL-X2)'(XL-X3)+CC2*(XL-X1)*(XL-X3)+CC3*(XL-X1)*(XL-X2)
XND a XL/PL
90 TO 220

210 P2 = P(9)
RHOV2 - 0.0

0; XND a XL/PL
GO TO 230

CALCULATE TMR PROPE9RTIES AT STATION 2

*220 C -P2**2 - P3X**2
ID -1

IF(C.LT.0.O) ID 0 -1

so



C n ADS (C)
RHOV2 - ID'1'UDGC*(-D + SQRI(3"2 + 4*A*C))/(2*A)

230 RHOVAV a (OVI + 1110V2)/2
31102 - P2/(R*?)
RHOBAR - (1110 + 31102)/2
U2 RHO1'U1/31102 - RHOVAV'AP/(31102'AC)

1122 il'2t"2/C2
K2 BO503(1122)
UDAR = tVl + 012)/2
K8DAR - (M12 + H22)/2
COflI - I1+ OAMI*II3BAR
T TO/COwl
oV -RNOVAV'AP
DYSUW - DWWIM + SV
[V(XL.GT.3.489.AMO.XL.LT.3.491) VCK - OVSUN

VDAR -(VI + 12)/2
1111 2.273-08SQ37(T"*3)/(T + 198.6)

RE 4*VSAR/(PI*D'RtNU*OC)
REV RHOVAV*D/(RMtF*GC)
BETA =ABS(IEV/REX)
01111 V2*U2/GC - V1'U1/GC

TW-((P1 - P2)*AC - DO)A
FS - TV'*AP
rBOMJ - FBSUN + FS
V - 2*GC'TV/(RHOIAR*UIAR**2)
AREX *ABS(33X)

PSTAR *0.046/AR3X*"O.2
IF(XL.LE.3.4SS) THEN1

F3 - 16/R3X*1.2337*RXP(1.2*'HSAR)
ELSE

F3 - VSTAR(14S55ARX*.1'3XP(l.2*HSBAR)BUA.9'PL/D".1)

CK - V/20 - K
IF(11.LY.I0) GO TO 260
IV(CK.2.0.0) G0 70 260

250 XL -XL +DX
I1'(XL.GT.PL),GO TO 390

CHECK T0 333 IF THE3 MACH HUMS=3 HAS REACHRO 0.01. IF IT HAS
SWITCH TO COIMPRESS IBLE FLOW CALCULAI115.

IM2(12L.0.01) 00 T0 200
0070O300

260 W173Z(9v270) XMDrFOH2jR3~v,3X,3TA
270 F0U1&?(3XV5.3,3X1v14.7,5X,'9 .7,-4X,F1O.3,4X,19.2,4XF7.4)

VRIM312r282) XUSDFrVU
282 VORKAY(3X,15.3,3XV14.7,4XI'i.S)

IV(Rf.LV.10) GO TO 290
K aX K+1

290 G0 TO 250
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OPRBBSIDL3 FLW CALCULATIONS

IF(XL.L3.X(3)) I 1
IF(XL.OT.X(3).ANID.XL.LN.X(4)) I1 2
IF(XL.OT.X(142)) I a 1 + 1
IF(XL.03.X(9).AND.XL.LE.X(ll)) I - 9
IV(XL.LT.X(S)) PBX a S'XL + PZVAPU
IV(XL.GT.X(9)) PBX - PCONO

PI a P2
31601 * 302

4 ~ ~ RN361 RHGV2
C2 * OAH'P1/RNO1
12-3H22

NI BWSQR(-M12)
Ul + NI'SQRTjC2)
IF(XL.CPT.X(S).AMD.XL.LT.X(9)) 00 TO 310

INTERPOLATE TO FIND THE PRESSURE AT STATION 2

X1 - XCI)
X2 - X(1+1)
X3 - X(1+2)
PP1 - PCI)
992 n P(1+1)
PP3 - P(I+2)

I. KI - PP1/((X1 - X2)*(X1 - X3))
K2 - PP2/C (X2 - X1)*(X2 - X3))
K3 - PP3/((X3 - Xi)'CX3 - X2))
P2 - K1'(XL-X2)'(XL-X3)+K2*(XL-X1)OCXL-X3)eK3'(XL-Xl).(XL-X2)
XID a XL/PL
00 TO 320

310 P2 a P(9)
RMOV2 a 0.0
XND - XL/PL
00 TO 330

CALCU.LATE THE PROPERTIES AT STATION 2

320 C 9 2**2 - PBX**2
ID-I
IF(C.LT.0.0) ID - -1
C - ABS(C)
KNOW2 m ID*FUD*C'(-B + BQRT(S*"2 + 4*A*C))/(2*A)

320 RHOVAV n (RHOVI + M16V2)/2
31602 - P2/(3YT)
RU03AR - (31601 +. R102)/2
owI - -RWIOAV*AP
DoVIKm fW"BUM + OW

* IF(XL.GY.3.469.AND.XL.L?.3.491) VcK DWBUW
V2 aV *1nvO
VIARt - (Vi + W2)/2
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C- N12'(1 + GAMl*K12)*((V2/VI)**2)/((P2/Pl)"*2)
K22 - (-1 + SQRT(l + 4*GAM1'CK))/(2'OAN1)
M2 a SQRY(122)
HSBAR -(M12 + M22)/2
CclIi I + QAII1'NSBAR

C2 *OC'OAM*P2/RHO2
132 - 2*SQRT(C2)
UBAR -(t31 + 132)12
CIP * (1 + GAH'KSBAR)/(GAH'HSDAR)
F 0 .5'(D/DX)*(ALmOG(M12/H22) - CFP*ALOO0(P2/P1))
TV =0.5'F*RHOBAR*UBMR"2/O;C
Fe TV*AP
FSSUH a 79813K + 78
INIJ - 2.27E-08'SORT(T*'3)/(T + 198.6)
REX - 4*VBAR/(PI*DtRMU*QC)
AlEX a ABS(83X)
KEV a RHOVAV*D/(RHU*GC)
DERTA a ABS(RRW/RXX)
FSYAR a O.046/AREX**O.2

I',,' IF(XL.LE.3.488) THEN
FD - 16/RBX*1.2337'EXP(1.2*MSBAR)

ELSE
PB - FSTAR*(1455*AR3X*'.1'3XP(1.2*MSBAR)*BTA*.9*PLfD"*.1)

WUD IF
CK -N/20- K
IF(CK.Q0.O.0) 00 TO 360

350 XL wXL +DX

CHECK TO O33 IF THE HACH NUMBER IS LESS THA' 0.01. IF IT IS,
SWITCH BACK 'T0 THE INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW CALCULATIONS.

IF(H2.L3.0.01) 00 TO 200
IF(XL.LE.PL) 00 TO 300
00 TO 390

360 WRIT3(9,370) XISDF*M2,IEV*RZXo33TA
370 FORHAT(3XF5. 3,3X,714. 75X*F9 .7,4X,10.3,4XF9. 2,4XF7. 4)

WRITR(12,362) XNDoFrFB
382 FORMAT(3XF5.3,3XF14.7,4XFlO.S)

K a K + I

3"0 WRITE(9v40) XI#DoF,4N2,IEV,13BUTA

400 FORIIAT(3X,F5.3, 3XV14.7,5XP9.7,4X,,F1O.3,4XF.2,4XF7.4)
WMIT2(l2v402) X*DFvF&

402 FOWEAT(3XF5.3,3X,714.7,41,F1O.S)

OMPWUTN F13 ORCE BALANCE FOR TMHENTIWRE ?U..

TEST - (Pt1) - P(30))*AC - 139AM
WIT2(9v410) ?33?,DVBUH

410 FORIIAT(///v3XtlFORC.3 SALADICS -',V'10.6p1Xgllbf *,/#,3X, 'HUBS DA
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&"MCc m,F6.4,lx,'lbu/sec')

430 FORMAT(3X,*Maos Flow Rate Entering Condenser -',19.602X1,lb.
&/Dec,)
CLOS3(9
CLOSE(IO)
CLOB(12)

END
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TEST RUN 11

Supply Mass Flow Rate - 0.043651 lbm/sec

RADIAL AXIAL
X/L FRICTION MACH REYNOLDS REYNOLDS B"A

FACTOR NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER

0.100 0.099048 0.018950 -152.061 7338.27 0.0207
0.200 0.009700 0.043203 -200.811 16726.01 0.0120
0.286 0.014217 0.071810 -283.298 27673.49 0.0102
0.372 0.e02657 0.116745 -454.632 44442.84 0.0102
0.458 0.002902 0.191619 -735.807 71123.53 0.0103
0.515 0.036181 0.238237 252.702 86213.31 0.0029
0.630 0.007313 0.214018 210.720 76998.80 0.0027
0.716 0.016780 0.180273 297.061 65117.74 0.0046
0.816 0.000037 0.137835 496.930 50632.88 0.0096
0.917 0.049359 0.061729 566.242 16444.70 0.0311

Force Balance = 0.000267 lbf
Mass Balance = -0.0017 lbm/sec
Mass Flow Rate Entering Condenser- 0.043609 lbm/sec

TRST RUN 12

Supply Mass Flow Rate = 0.05807 lbm/sec

RADIAL AXIAL
X/L FRICTION MACK REYNOLDS REYNOLDS BRTA

FACTOR NUMBER MIMBER NUMBER

0.100 0.141391 0.018950 -166.655 7813.22 0.0213
0.200 0.015090 0.045054 -238.355 18550.60 0.0126
0.286 0.012252 0.078081 -355.141 31957.85 0.0111
0.372 0.004333 0.132968 -602.620 53589.23 0.0112
0.456 0.009795 0.237445 -1116.696 91363.22 0.0122
0.515 0.024266 0.317003 304.603 115901.25 0.0026
0.630 0.006685 0.293726 236.765 106504.06 0.0022
0.716 0.012464 0.256543 322.565 93158.14 0.0035
0.816 0.007668 0.202693 680.665 75699.05 0.0090
0.917 0.052697 0.093339 647.757 35334.37 0.0240

Force Balance = 0.000401 lbf
Mass Balance = -0.0021 lbm/sec
Mass Flow Rate Entering Condenser - 0.058174 lbm/sec
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TRST RUN 13
. ,. *.'.

Supply Mass Flow Rate - 0.08314 lba/sec

RADIAL AXIAL
X/L FRICTION MACH REYNOLDS REYNOLDS BETA

FACTOR NHUWIS NUMBER NUMBER

0.100 0.257199 0.017478 -191.912 8233.66 0.0233
0.200 0.018961 0.045229 -298.903 21284.62 0.0140
0,266 0.011061 0.062000 -456.309 38352.21 0.0119
0.372 0.007456 0.147045 -842.995 67432.07 0.0125
0.458 0.016558 0.295465 -1823.500 124460.97 0.0147
0.515 0.016951 0.444090 434.329 167551.89 0.0026
0.630 0.007233 0.425127 277.450 156030.16 0.0018
0.716 0.009127 0.389829 272.125 143841.27 0.0019
0.616 0.011444 0.331650 677.220 127711.64 0.0069
0.917 0.045913 0.172545 1303.856 66633.47 0.0190

Force Balance - 0.001650 lbf
Mass Balance = 0.0031 lbm/sec
Kass Flow Rate Entering Condenser - 0.082912 lbm/sec

TROT RUN #4

Supply Mass Flow Rate 0.106925 lbm/sec

V RADIAL AXIAL
X/L FRICTION MACH RZYMOLDS REYNOLDS BETA

FACTOR INmRm NUMB 3 3U1333

0.100 0.277404 0.015766 -209.026 6673.26 0.0241
0.200 0.020153 0.042622 -353.672 23576.27 0.0150
0.286 0.009342 0.081075 -567.222 44356.61 0.0126
0.372 0.007461 0.151141 -1077.390 81042.14 0.0133

, 0.458 0.030116 0.331755 -2603.963 157456.94 0.0165
0.515 0.017825 0.565682 629.444 223004.86 0.0026
0.630 0.006598 0.554932 350.555 213668.03 0.0016
0.716 0.006495 0.521664 219.242 197495.28 0.0011
0.616 0.011422 0.471743 957.041 167507.56 0.0051

4O, 0.917 0.033950 0.265377 1754.761 112193.95 0.0156

Force Balance = 0.024062 lbf
Mass Balance - 0.0122 Ibm/sec
Mass lev Rate Entering Condenser = 0.108535 lbm/soc
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TiST R.4R 15

Supply Mass Flow Rate = 0.139692 lbm/sec

RADIAL AXIAL
X/L FRICTION MACH REYNOLDS REYNOLDS BETA

FACTOR NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER

0.100 0.480220 0.013170 -274.625 6659.52 0.0317
0.200 0.000749 0.044702 -500.176 29494.15 0.0170
0.372 0.000610 0.161377 -1314.178 104266.41 0.0126
0.456 0.041324 0.362343 -3468.318 200480.73 0.0173
0.515 0.017733 0.701334 942.027 294288.41 0.0032
0.630 0.006167 0.706376 439.304 284733.22 0.0015
0.716 0.004396 0.674508 185.863 264785.41 0.0007
0.816 0.009445 0.635675 896.208 260769.69 0.0034
0.917 0.027973 0.375817 2200.172 171322.94 0.0128

Force Balance - 0.123370 lbf
Mass Balance - 0.0289 lbm/sec
Mass Flow Rate Entering Condenser - 0.140039 lbm/sec
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